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Refutation & C onfirmation Rubric
Use this rubric only if you find it to be helpful. Feel free to create your own rubric for grading 

these compositions or to choose some other form of evaluation.

Educators should be careful not to disproportionately weight various parts of a rubric, as the 

result may punish a student for one weakness even when he or she shows various other strengths. 

Remember that you should be assessing your students based on what you have clearly taught them 

and not on the basis of an external standard.
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288 Refutation & Confirmation Rubric

Name:  

Date of Assignment: _____________________________

Content ___________/80

Paragraph 1: Introduction __________/20
Does the paragraph begin by introducing the story and its author? (10 points) ____________
In the case of a refutation, does the paragraph briefly tell why part of the story 
is unbelievable, improbable, unclear, or improper? In the case of a confirma-
tion, does the paragraph briefly tell why part of the story is believable, prob-
able, clear, or proper? (10 points)

____________

Paragraph 2: Summary __________/20
 Does this paragraph feature a short summary of the story in four or five sen-
tences? (20 points)

____________

Paragraph 3: Refutation or Confirmation __________/20
In the case of a refutation, does this paragraph attack and refute part of the 
story using sound arguments? In other words, does it explain how this part is 
unbelievable, improbable, unclear, or improper? In the case of a confirmation, 
does this paragraph defend and confirm part of the story using sound argu-
ments? In other words, does it explain how this part is believable, probable, 
clear, or proper? (16 points)

____________

Does this paragraph use one direct quote from the story text to help support 
the argument? (4 points)

____________

Paragraph 4: Epilogue __________/20
Does this paragraph wrap up the essay with a conclusion? Does this paragraph 
either rephrase the argument or make a suggestion for how the author could 
change his story to solve the problem? (20 points)

____________

Style & Form ___________/20
Style __________/12

Are the sentences varied? (4 points) ____________
Do the paragraphs follow each other in a way that makes sense? In other 
words, do they flow together? (4 points) 

____________

Does the writer use strong and specific words (vocabulary)? (4 points) ____________
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Form __________/8

Number of spelling, punctuation, and capitalization errors ____________
2 or fewer per page: 4 points
3–4 per page: 3 points
5–6 per page: 2 point
More than 6 per page: 0 points

Number of sentence errors (run-ons or fragments) ____________
1 or fewer per page: 2 points
2–3 per page: 1 points
More than 3 per page: 0 points

Is the handwriting neat and legible? Or, is the paper typed according ____________ 
to the teacher’s requirements?

Yes: 2 points
No: 0 points

Total: ___________/100


